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“THUS SPAKE NEFER-DJESEB” 
 

 

A Glypt by Glypt transliteration and translation of the Proto-

Egyptian Kariong Hieroglyps. 

 

Based on the Work of Raymond Johnson. 

 

 
I consider myself fortunate, being in the possession of the complete transliteration and 

translation done by Ray Johnson, Queenslands eminent Egyptologist, whose work is 

presented here for the first time. Added to this is Johnsons mammoth work, “Basic 

Hieroglyphia” hitherto unpublished, which I am permitted to use by the copyright 

holder, which allows the use of 2800 glyphs, together with the some two hundred other 

glyphs, which are not contained in Johnson’s work, but  were gleaned from the eminent 

sources of Gardiner, Betro, Budge, Allen and Vomberg/Witthuhn. 

 

         Some sources have reached their age limit, as “most of them are also obsolete 

in some respect, reflecting an understanding of Egyptian Grammar that is 

outdated or incomplete.”
1

 

                                                
1       Allen, James P.:   “Middle Egyptian, An Introduction to the Language and Culture of Hieroglyphs.“  2nd  
         Edition, Cambridge University Press, U.K. 2011, p.1x. 
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James Allen may be correct  with the above statement, yet it must be admitted, that these 

so-called obsolete sources are perfect for cross referencing, because what is not in one 

volume, can be found (if one is lucky) in another. And this is of utmost importance, 

when one deals with the Kariong glyphs,  glyphs that have been misunderstood by 

Egyptologist’s and laymen for many years, often on purpose.  

 

 
This is the Kariong Hieroglyphic Site in 2001. Naomi von Senff facing the East wall, her back is pointing to    

                        the West wall, while the view at far end is South, direction of Sydney. 

 

Ray Johnson himself called these glyphs “archaic”, a less then helpful term, which was 

later, corrected into Proto-Egyptian glyphs, whose origins lay in those dark days of the 

Pre-Dynastic era, when these glyphs were first invented.  

 

Michael Hoffman in his “Egypt  before the Pharaohs” 
2

gives an example of these pre-

Dynasty glyphs on page 296 of his book, as are engraved on the Abydos label in Ivory. 

These glypth are described by him as undeciphered. 

 

It is realized that the authencitity of these glyphs is hotly contested, with many describing 

them as a hoax, among them eminent Professors like Professor Kenneth L. Feder, of 

Central Connecticut State University, who allowed horrible mistakes to be printed under 

his name.
3

 He makes reference to possible U.F.O. sightings
4

, and writes about a glyph he 

calls a “Dog bone” and further refers to a glyph he describes as a “Bell”. Neither the 

glyphs he describes as U.F.O.’s,  nor are the  glyphs he describes as Dog bone and Bell 

are in anyway related to his claim, but are the glyph for Inheritance (Dog bone) Gardiner 

& Betro, while the glyph that is described as a “Bell”, which is in fact the glyph for a 

                                                
          2         Hoffmann, Michael:  “Egypt before the Pharaohs” Dorset Press, New York,  1979,    p.  

        296. These were deciphered during the triple checking of the Johnson transliteration of the  
        Kariong Glyphs, just as an exercise. 

 
          3        These appeared in the “Encyclopaedia of dubious Archaeology” p. 119 
          4        Check Hans-Dieter von Senff: Ancient Egyptians in Australia, p. 
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Carpenter chisel. (Betro; Heilige Zeichen, Kleiner Meißel p.241, Idiogram. Budge,  An 

Egyptian Hieroglyphic Dictionry, p.cxl. 32,33.) 

 

The following glyphs that have been mistaken for U.F.O.’s were taken from a U.F.O. 

research paper and are duplicated here. Professor K. L. Feder did not publish them. 

 

They are re-published here to draw attention to real glyphs being mistaken for U.F.O.’s. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
1st.  Line: First Glyph, left to right, meaning: “Token”. Second Glyph, meaning: “Shining”. 
Third Glyph, meaning: “Gold.”5 
 
2nd.  Line: left to right.  First Glyph meaning: “All those”.  Second Glyph meaning: 
“Necklace”. Third Glyph,  meaning: “weeping”. The Glyph is wrongly depicted above, 
in reality it represents an eye with tears. (Johnson) Forth Glyph, meaning: “one third”. 
 

These obvious errors have to be exposed, to destroy, once and for all, mistaken research, 

which has become the foundation for the “Hoax Theory”, pursued by many, especially a 

certain museum director from Chicago, who has never seen the site, and who pontificates 

to all and sundry, while hiding his identity under a pseudonym. This is the same Gent, 

who displays his ignorance about a couple of ancient glyphs on a website “Egyptian 

Dreams” and ask others to help to decipher them. 

 

In order to bring archaeological reality back into the debate, I have included pictures of 

the Underground section of the Kariong glyph site, which were taken as far back as 2001, 

but ignored by vested, mainly Government interest,  and placed into the too hard basket, 

to be treated like an open sore that dared to raise its head every now and again. 

 

 As some of these are mentioned in the hieroglyphic text, and bearing in mind, that apart 

from Ray Johnson, NO ONE HAS ATTEMPTED TO TRANSLITERATE THE 

TEXT, meaning that this transliteration breaks new ground, because glyphs that 

could/would not be deciphered by experts and refer to various sections of the 

hieroglyphic site,  makes it obvious, that they are not a forgery, but glyphs dating back 

some 4.500 years. 

 

                                                
           5         Rundle Clark: ”Myth and Symbol in ancient Egypt”, p.259. 
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The following must be drawn to the attention of the reader.: 

 

All Plates must be read in the direction given, mainly right to left, as is common in Arabic 

or Hebrew; but in the explanation of the various glyphs, the normal European direction 

is followed, hence left to right, in order to make the examples of the glyphs easier to 

follow. 

 

 

                  Sheet 1.                                                                       Plate 1. 
 
 

Plate 1 
 

Read right to left. 
 
 
 
1st. Row:     1. Sitting eagle - HERU. = His Highness. 
2nd Row:     1. Snake with drop beneath = CEA - above, Snake =   
                       speaks.  Ze = drop, = thus.                    
3rd. Row:     In the misshapen bouble as used in modern comics.:  1.  =    
                    Wretched,  Snake = Nezebu . Lower Limb =  Bui = Place.    
                    Hash = Seped =  (Agricultural ?) Land. Glove = this land.   
                    Figure of Atease in  half clamber = Prince wearing Double      
                    Feather crown. 6                                                                             
4th. Row:     1. Sekhet = Ship sailing south7,  2. Khen = Carried. 
 

Translation by Ray Johnson: 
“Thus speaks his Highness the Prince from this wretched place within this    
   land, transported there by ship.” 
 
Sheet 1:                                                                                                      Plate 2. 
 

    
          

 
 

Plate 2. 
 

 
 

                                                
           6     Vomberg/Witthuhn: Hieroglyphenschlüssel, p. 304 
           7     Only ships going up river (south) were sailing, those going down, just drifted with the flow of the  
                 Nile. 
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1st. Row:      Three Glyphs = Ari = Doing. (Johnson), meaning of   
                     individual Glyphs. (R. to L.) Glyph1: Two or we, Glyph 2,         
                     No. 725 = NAHI = Wink. Glyph 3. Below Nahi = Mouth.  
                     Glyph 677. (Re/Er) (Is this the Royal pregorative to write       
                     about Royality ?) Hence “We are (doing) writing.” 
 
2nd Row:     1. Seshu =Writing. 
3rd Row:     1. Desheret = The Crown of lower Egypt. 2.  Te = The 
4th. Row:    1. Neter = Holy  or God.  2. Chewa. = 3. Gods word.8 
 
 

Translation by Ray Johnson: 
 

“Doing this writing for the Crown of Lower Egypt, according to God’s9 Words.”  
 
  Senff : “We are writing (recording this)  for the crown of Lower Egypt, according to   
               the words of the Gods.” 
  Johnson inserts the following note for posterity. 
 

           Sheet 2:                                                                                                                   Plate 1. 
          
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.  
         

Plate 1. 
 
         Note: These Hieroglyphs, I have drawn as a professional scribe would draw them,  
         so as to give a clear idea, as to what the Tyrian 10 Sailors were attempting to draw 

                                                
           8     As was seen in Plate 1, the drop under the snake represents “Thus” hence the two glyphs read “speaks     
                 Thus. Hence the drop in Plate 2, Row 4, may be translated us “Thus or Word (Johnson glyph 674,  
                 p.21) While the three vertical strokes represent U or WA (Johnson glyph 2799) Plural sign,  meaning  
                 Them, They ect.  Hence: “God’s word”  Not in Allen’s, Vomberg nor Betro. While Neter = God,                
                 represented by the Flag, is singular. 
           9     The third Glyph makes it plural , hence the words of the Gods. 
           10    Tyrian- hence Sailors from the City of Tyre, now Lebanon, then an Egyptian Colony, to secure the  
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         (Raymond Johnson) 
 
This comment by Ray Johnson is meant as a Caveat to the reader, to be aware that the 
glyphs as engraved by the Tyranian sailors had to be re-written “as by a scribe”, in 
order to make it easier on the reader or researcher to transliterate or translate them. 

1st.  Row :      1. Rehu = Fellaheen,  Symbol for wick, surrounded by halo. 
2nd. Row:       Hand, d, drt. Part of the Alphabet.No Translation given by Johnson.  
                       However, Johnson describes it as Hand = Djet (glyph 906) But  
                       Vomberg’s Hieroglyphenschlüssel p. 76 indicates that as Ideogram it  
                       also represents a Hand.  Hence it is suggested that in this case it  
                       could indicate every activity done by hand, i.e working.                               
3rd. Row:        Denu = Call out, (Pot) 
4th. Row:        Seped =  Land    (Hash)                        
5th. Row:        Khepep = Strange (Threshing Floor underlined by half circle) 

                 6th. Row:        Bui = Place (followede by plurality sign, i.e. two downward strokes,   
                                        read as = WE. 
                                   

Translation by Johnson: 
 

“The fellaheen, sitting11 call out from this place in this strange land, for “Suti.”12 
Senff: The Fellaheen, working (hard), cry out from this place in this strange land. 
 
As ideogram, the meaning of the glyp is hand, yet as phonogram the meaning ranges 
from sitting to put (stellen), laying, hitting and throwing, giving only a small range of 
meanings. This will indicate to the reader, the difficulty that Ray Johnson put himself 
through, in order to transliterate and then translate the glyphs into a commonly 
understood language, in this case English. 

 
Sheet 2:                                                                                                                  Plate 2 

 
 
 
 

 
                                                                     

          
 
 
 
 
 

Read right to left 
 

                                                                                                                                                  
                        timber supply for Egypt. 

11    Vomberg/Withuhn :  Hieroglyphenschlüssel, p.76.  
12    Suti is often mistaken for Anubis (alter ego of Osiris). Yet Suti is in fact the alter ego of Seth,   
       who murdered Osiris, hence Suti cannot be Anubis. Suti is the “Opener of the Way” in all foreign      

                        Countries, hence has no jurisdiction in Egypt itself, but is the Ruler in every other Country. 
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1st Row:  1. small circle above Duck = NU = of. The Duck = SA = Son. In front of the 
Duck is the Suten plant, hence it must be read as Suten (Southern Egypt, or the King of 

          Southern Egypt.) Here we are confronted with the Duck as Determinator in which  
          direction the glyphs have to be read, i.e. right to left, hence this reads as Son of King,  
          which is the correct translation, whereas left to right would read: “King of Son”, which  
          is  clearly incorrect. 

         This is followed by the square cartouche13 of Nefer-Djeseb14indicating Fourth 
Dynasty. 
Again to be followed by the Cartouche of Nefer-Djeseb. The transliteration of which 
would read. The King of Lower Egypt, son, inside the cartouche folded cloth =  snb. 
meaning you or they, which is followed by Neter, Windpipe meaning beautiful, 
followed by the Hand =drt, meaning sitting, which is followed by the boot = suggested 
meaning as ideogram = place (Ort). This transliteration would then be translated into:  “ 
Son of the King of Lower Egypt Khufu, (you are) or (I) am beautiful sitting in this 
place.” 15 

 
Translation by Johnson: 

 
“ I, Nefer-Djeseb, Son of the King.” 

 
           Whereas my reading includes the cartouche, is “(I, Nefer Djeseb,) Son of the king of 

Lower and Upper Egypt, (implied) Khufu, (including the transliteration and 
subsequent translation of the cartouche), (I) am beautiful sitting in this place. 
Therefore the Ray Johnston translation is correct and must be accepted by the reader as 
such. 

 
        Sheet 2:                                                                                                Plate 3.                                                                                                                        

 
                                                                         Plate 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1st. Row:   1.  A (can be, I, A, or THE.) 

                                                
                 13    According to the Archaeologist Dr. Reimoud de Jonge, the square Cartouches are typical for the   
                       4th. Dynasty, a fact not known to most Egyptologist. 
                 14    One must bear in mind, that a Pharaoh had five names, the last assumed on accession to the  
                        throne. Hence, a Prince or Princess cannot have five, but a maximum of four names. So the   
                        names of Prince Nefer-Djesseb, can be represented in it’s various different names in the  
                        inscription. 
                 15    This is the suggested meaning of the Cartouche of Nefer-Djeseb, as transliterated from the  
                        glyphs and  then translated into English.  H.D. von Senff 
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2nd. Row:  1.  Read as Prince, but see Johnsons explanation on Plate 7. 
 

TRANSLATION 
                                                      “Has transported “Suti” 

             
            Senff: 2nd line  only: Right to left: 
             
            Glypth = Determinator: Prince, followed by numeral 2, therefore refers to two Princes, 

namely the surviving Nefer-Djeseb and the deceased Nefer-Ti-Ru as having carried or 
transported Suti. Hence the translation should be amended to: “We, the two Princes 
from Upper Egypt have transported Suti.” 16 

 
 
              Sheet 2:                                                                                                                 Plate 4 

 
                                                                  Plate 4: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                      1st. Row:    1.  Shema = South Egypt, Suten Plant. 2. Bitet = North  
                                              Egypt (Bee) 
                      2nd. Row:        Cartouche of Khufu (Cheops). 
                      3rd. Row:        Anexed to square cartouche: AUH= loaf of Bread 
                      4th.  Row:   1. “Ptah”  (the God Ptah) 

 

                                                  The Johnson Translation 
         “Khufu”, The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, beloved of “Ptah.”   
 
As stated previously, like in the previous example, I try to translate the implied 
meanig of the name Khufu. Glyph 1 could mean Threshing floor or be 
transliterated as as might, or magic. This is followed by the glypth 2. the quail 

                                                
            16  It is suggested that this reference is correct, as both departed a harbour on the Red Sea. 
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chick, which as phonogram means confirmative, in this case confirming Khufu’s 
power or magic (often not translatable) but may/can be read as “In truth”. 
This is followed by the glyph 3. the horned viper, which is transliterated as: “ (I 
am the) Enemy of ”, which is followed by the quail chick again, which is this time 
transliterated as in truth. This then is followed by the Glyph of a loaf of bread 
anexed to the 4th.Dynasty glyph, meaning a religious offering to the god Phta 
below the cartouche. While the loaf of bread appears to indicate that Phta is 
nourishing Khufu, or it could be read as: Khufu gives bread to Phta, hence Khufu 
is loved by Phta. Hence the Transliteration should read: 
 
(I Khufu,) King of Lower and Upper Egypt, have the power, (belive me) over (all) 
my enemies, (and) that is the truth.) (Because) I am (the beloved) of Phta.17 Even 
with the expanded transliteration, it still indicates the correctness of the Johnson 
transliteration. 

  
 
           Sheet 2:                                                                                                              Plate 5. 

 
                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st Figure “Sutekh”           2nd. Figure “Suti.” 
 

At this stage Johnson digresses in order to clear up on the difference between Suti and 
Anubis. He relies here on a written note from Dia’Abou-Ghazi, General - Director of 
the Cairo Museum, now retired.  
 
It must be pointed out that for a transliteration purpose, both Sutekh and Suti are 
identical, however, it is suggested that Suti is the older version, because the surgical 
removement of part of the ears of a God indicates, that mankind tried to muzzle Seth, 
or by implication his power, but this would be done much later in history. The 
important thing to note is, that man becomes stronger and the natural power of Seth 
becomes less, as indicated in the cut ears. 

                                                
              17    In this transliteration I have changed glyph 2 . from in truth to believe me, because twice truth in      
                     four glyphs is too much.  It could naturally also be transliterated as (Believe in my truth).           
                     (Wahrheit, germ.) 
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       Sheet 2:                                                                                                  Plate 6. 

 
 

This is Anubis 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                  This is Anubis 
                  Sheet 2:                                                                                                  Plate 7. 
 

 
                                                                      
                                                                          This is Seth 
 

            Read right to left. 
 

 
 
 
                                                                   This is Seth 
 

I have deliberately changed Plate 6 to plate 7, in order to allow a comparison between 
the long snout of Suti, compared to the shorter snout of Anubis. Johnson writes with 
reference to plate 3.: “Seth could have this figure as determinative.” The reading of the 
above hieroglyphs is as follows, read right to left. “Seth, while two downward strokes 
represents either the numeral 2 or, by implication, Sutekh and Suti. This is followed by 
Shema, the Suten Plant on the left, whose international accepted meaning is Southern 
Egypt.         But a point to remember is: Anubis is not Seth, Suti nor Sutekh. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hence the suggested reading, “Seth stops the rain in Southern Egypt”, or an alternative 
reading: “Seth the Enemy dwells in  Southern Egypt (together with Sutech and Suti). I am 
sure that Egyptologist’ may give it a different meaning. (I hope so) because it would mean 
that they have finally accepted the fact, that they are dealing with a readable, Proto- Egyptian 
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script, 4.500 years old. My comment in brackets (I hope so) is meant as indicating, that the 
pre-historic gatepost is being shifted backwards in time. 
It is suggested that the two Seth Animals depicted under A. Are in fact Middle Egyptian, 
while the first Animal under B. (a) is the older version, and the 3 following animals, are 
again, the younger, Middle Egyptian versions. An alteration must be made to Example No. C, 
because no explanation is given by Rundle Clark, but it represents Sutekh (a god) above the 
sky, that is raining heavily; hence the implied meaning is “Sutekh above (or in) cloud causes 
raistorm.” 
 
        Sheet 3                                                       Total View                                                                     Plate 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Sheet 3:                                                                                                                         Plate 2 

 
 

   PLATE 2. 
 

Read right to left 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to facilitate an easy transliteration, Sheet 3, Plate 1. Has been broken 
down into smaller segments. But Note. There is no determinator in this segment, however, 
as it is part of a larger Panel, it is assumed, that the written script follows (and is covered) 
by the determinators elsewhere. 
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1st. Row:     1. Nefiu = Kind. 2. Plurality sign representing no more than two  
                        persons, the Royal We (plural); or the numeral 2.  3.  Mummie.  
                        4. Se = It or Is.                                               .                     
2nd. Row:    1. Menat = Benevolent, 2. The, or Daily quota of Round bread, or   
                        titel of priest. May also be transliterated as THE or RED. 
3rd. Row:    1. Nub = golden, 2. Sheni = Hair. 
4th. Row:    1. Above the mouth, read as either Red or The, or round bread.   
                       Above this is the glyph for water. Beside all three glyphs stands   
                       the symbol for god, the flag, hence No. 2 glyph must be read as  

                                          Neter =  God                     
5th. Row:    1. Khetaq = Follower 
6th. Row:    1. Ra-Heru = The Sungod Ra. 

 
Translation by Johnson: 

 
“He (Nefer-Ti-Ru) is kind and benevolent, (a) follower (of the) golden-haired 
God, “Ra-Heru.” 

 
My Translation for this large segment would be. “(Nefer-Ti-Ru), who is buried18 
here was kind and benevolent. (He was  a Priest) and follower of the golden 
haired sungod, Ra.” 

 
                 Sheet 3:                                                                                                                   Plate 3. 

 

 
PLATE 3: 

 
                                                             Read right to left: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st. Row:      1. Remp = 2. years or seasons. 2. Sen. = Travel, 3. Ha = That or I. 
                         4. Group of  Glyphs: A = I, Amenti = westward. ( Old Symbol for  
                         westward: (Eagle on Standard)  Ref: 502 P. R. 15, Egyptian  
                         Grammar. Also in Rundle Clark’s Myth and Symbols of Ancient  
                         Egypt. P.257, Glyph 15.  Below: unidentified Glyph, but could  
                         have a similar meaning as the symbol for the god Min, sound  
                         value “hm”, thereby indicating it as the symbol of the God of the  
                         West, in Betro, p. 211.                          

                                                
              18     The half unwound bandage refers to the mummy of Nefer-Ti-Ru, hence I substituted buried here,   
                      to give the  implied meaning of the transliteration. 
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2nd Row:      1. Qa = up, 2. Rua = Strong, 3. Hata = Front. 
3rd. Row:      1. Dos = Praying, 2. Aya = Joyful, 3. Tuhu = Smiting, 4.  
                         Mesku = Insects. 
 

Translation by Johnson: 
 
“Two years19 that I make way westwards, I (he put) up (a) strong front, 
praying, joyful, smiting Insects.” 

NOTE: It is suggested that Johnson may have here mixed up Nefer- Djeseb and Nefer-
Ti-Ru, because it was Nefer-Ti-Ru, who was the priest. This is based on the following 
Glyphs, which refer again to Nefer-Ti-Ru and his service to Neter = God.   
It is suggested that, because we are dealing with a group of people, that the singular in 
this case could/should be read as plural. Hence the suggested reading should be. 
 

 “(For) two seasons we made our way westward,  he (Nefer-Ti-Ru) (put) up (a) 
strong front, praying, joyful, smiting insects.” 

 
The reader is reminded that Johnson put a caveat here, pointing out that what was 
transliterated by him origially as two years, where in fact only eight month , two 
seasons, namely winter and spring, as the Egyptian year was divided into three seasons 
in a 360 day year. 

 
 

Sheet 3:                                                                                                              Plate 4.  
 
 

PLATE 4: 
 

Read right to left 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1st. Row:     1. Neter = God, 2. Hema = Servant, 3.  Heru = His Highness,  4. Af =      
                        Him. 
2nd. Row:    1. Neter = God, 2. (Implied) saying, 3. An = Brings, 4. Mesku =   
                        Insects. 
3rd. Row:    1. Tuka = Thy own, 2. Rehu = Fellaheen, 3. Za = Protect. 
 

Translation by Johnson : 
 

                                                
             19      This appears to be an error by Johnson, because it were not two years but two seasons, hence 8.                         
                      Month. 
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“ His Highness, a Servant of God, He (say’s) God brings the Insects, thus 
thine own Fellaheen protect.” 

 
The following addition should be made in order to make the text more explicit. 
“He, His Highness (Prince Nefer-Ti-Ru) a Servant of (the) God (Ra), He (says 
that) God brings the Insects, (in order to show) that His Fellaheen (are) protected.” 
 
          Sheet 4:                                                                                                Plate 1 

  
          
  

 Plate 1: 
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Must be read from top to bottom 1- 3rd. Row, then right to left.  
 
1st. Row:     1. Heft. (The) Snake. 
2nd. Row:    1. Peser.= Bit or bites or struck. 2. Sen. = Twice 
3rd. Row:     1. Neb Nef. = All those. Now it must 
4th. Row:     1. Pehu= Behind. 2. Te=The, 3.(below) Neb.= Divine. 4. Neter = God     
                       May also be read as, Mighthy Lord. 5. The Cartouche reads Khufu,  
                       hence the glyph must be read as: Behind the  divine Lord of Khufu.                        
5th. Row:     1. Neter = Mighthy.  2. Nit = crown of Lower Egypt. 3. Enut= Lord.   
                        4. Sen = two or twice adzes.  5. Neb.=All                   
6th. Row:     1. Horizontal line means Na = Not.  2. Per=go back, 3. Neb =all.  4.  
                        ???  Goose looking backward? 
 

It is suggested that this glyp is unique, hence the meaning appears to be: To march 
forward, never look back, but remembering him. Hence it is the engrained Sailors 
command, always look forward, never back. (Niemals zurűck, schweift unser Blick, auf  
dem Ozean.) Or it could also mean: “Marching forward, but always remembering 
them.” 
I have changed the him to them in the knowledge, that some thirty meters away lie the 
bodies of two or more buried comrades, who died of tickbite.  
 

Translation by Ray Johnson: 
 

 “The snake bit twice, all those behind the divine Lord of Khufu, the Lord of 
the two Adzes , mighty one of Lower Egypt. Not all go back.20 (we are) 

                                                
 
             20    This could be a reference to the two persons, who died of spider or tick bite, as mentioned by the   
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 marching forward, (we) do not look back.” 
 

 
Sheet 4:                                                                                                          Plate 2. 

 
 

 
Read left to right. No Det 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                     1st. Row:        1. Neb.Nef. = all those   2. Hedjez = Damaged    3. Te = The 
2nd Row:        1. Denay = Channels dry, Rivers dry.  2. Supl. Glypht  Khamu =  
                           withered Plant.  3. Sequet = Boat                                                      
3rd. Row:        1. Ar. =Tied up 
4th. Row:        1. Heft = Snake 
5TH. Row:       1. Kheperi = Make happen, cause or become. 
6th. Row:        1. Menay =  Death.                 
 

Ray Johnson’s Translation: 
 

“ All damaged the Boat at low tide. Our boat is tied up. The snake caused the 
death.” 

 
Notes to the above plates by Ray Johnson.      (Sheet 4) 

 
The following notes were written by Ray Johnson to explain some of his reasoning for 
his transliteration and translations on page 4. 
(1) Possibly a makeshift sign to depict a snakes fangs or snake bites, further reading 
makes the “Ger Sen”, struck twice. 
(2). Neter: Although this sign is often rendered as “God”.  Renouf said the overall 
meaning could be rendered as “Mighty” but goes on to say, that the word is so old, that 
it’s first sense is unknown to us. Brugsch renders it as göttlich-heilig-divin(e)- 
sacre(d).(In order to give an accurate translation, it should be read as godlike, holy, 
divine and sacred.) 
(3) This appears to be a withered plant, beside the sign (Denay) ( or a Capital U, that is 
used to depict) a Cutting, Channel  (or Canal). It could possibly a river bed. I can see no 

                                                                                                                                                  
                    newly discovered glyphs, some thirty meters away. 
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other reason for why the plant is drawn like this, other than to show that the cutting, 
channel or riverbed is dry. ( It most likely depicts a dry Irrigation Channel.) 
 
(4) “ Hedjes”  This is the principle sign in the word “damage” Ref: page 610, Egyptian 
Grammar, Gardiner, 3rd. Edition.  As this symbol is a Mace, (it) I would be more 
inclined to read as “Damage” in archaic 21 times, than “White”, as later it become the 
symbol of.  
 
The Divine Lord Khufu, the Mighty one of Lower Egypt, would be in reference to the 
deceased’s relationship to the King. Lord of two Adzes, would possibly be one of the 
titles, on the par with something like, Knight of the Bath, or Knight of the Garter.  
 
But note. It is suggested that “Lord of the two Adzes” in this case is a direct reference 
to Khufu, Ruler of upper and lower Egypt, each of the two parts of Egypt represented 
by an Adze. Hence it can be transliterated as.: “Khufu, Ruler of a United Egypt.” Hence 
not a fancy title, but a description of existing circumstances in Egypt. This would 
follow the example of the representations of glyphs, that refer either to Northern Egypt 
or Southern Egypt. Hence Lord of the two adzes must be read as United Egypt. 
 
 

The missing Page 
 

Due to unforeseen circumstances, the following page was missing, when I transliterated 
all other pages. When finally found, it was of utter importance to join it to the rest of  

             
          Page    A                                                                                                          Plate  1. 
 

 
Line  1                 > 
 
Line 2                  > 

 
Line 3                  >          
 
Line 4                  > 
 
Line 5                  > 
 
Line 6                  > 
 
 
Line 7                  > 

 
 
Line 8                  > 
 

                                                
               21  Archaic times ? This may be read as pre-dynastic times. 
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the text, because it appears to contain a grave error in the transliteration, which gives 
raise to eliminating a popular held belief, (White, Gilroy et al.) that the mapping 
expedition was carrying a gold falcon standard with them at Kariong. In my opinion 
this popular belief is based on a simple mistranslation of the glyphs by Ray Johnson. 

 
                                                 Transliteration, read right to left 
Line 1.                         Top  glyph  =  Aner = Stone.  Below  =  Nu  = of. Hara  =  I,  
                                     myself. 

           Line 2.                            Top glyp  = Im  =  doorway, door = in. Bottom glyph  = Khudi = Gone  
                                                   around.   Middle glyph.  Khep = have. Front glyph = mountains.             

 
           Line 3.                            Back glyph = nif = wind. Front glyph = rain falling from sky. 
                                                    
          Line 4.                         Top  glyph = Lake, Lakes.  Bottom glyph (long line) = En =no. 
          Line 5.                         Single glyph = Dja = at hand, handy,nearby. 
           Line  6.                            Back glyph. Night sky = Night.  Glyph  below = Aq (walking feet).   
                                                   Middle, top glyph = (mouth) = Re = of the, Below. Pointed bread,  
                                                   temple offering =  Gift, present, offering.  Front glyph = Neti =  
                                                   Blessed.                                          

                                       
          Line 7.                             Glyph on far right = Hara = I, myself.  Glyph Queres = Burying,  
                                                   hiding, hide.  Third glyph = Ay = I, me, myself. Glyph on far left =  
                                                  Amen = hide, hidden. 
         Line 8.                          Pehu = behind, out of reach. 

 
Ray Johnsons Translation 

          I, myself am of stone, have gone around Hills and Deserts, in wind and rain. No lakes are  
          at hand, blessed gift of night comes, I hide, burying myself out of reach. 
           

Hans Von Senff’s Translation 
 

          (As) hard as stone have I (become), (Because) I have (travelled) the mountains in rain and  
          wind.  No lakes are handy. Night comes, a blessed gift. I hide, and bury (verstecke, German) 
          myself out of reach. (So no one can harm me?) 
           
                                                                      Plate 2 
       

                                              
Line 1.     > 
 
Line 2.     > 
 
Line 3.     >                                    
 
Line 4.     > 
 
Line 5.     > 
 
Line 6.     > 

          Line 7.    > 
Line 8.     > 
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                                                                    Read right to left. 
 

           Line 1.                            Glyph on far right ARH = At hand. Glyph  slightly to the left =    
                                                     Bandaged one = Mummy of deceased. Middle glyph =  APEDU =  
                                                   any bird that can be  eaten or is considered game to be hunted. 
                                                   second Glyph from left Ankh on wire ? = TEKA = Lamp. Glyph  
                                                   far left, top = I. Below Taya = placed before                                                                                                               
           Line 2.                             Glyph, far right. = AYDET = The rain. Glyph QAB = send  
                                                   around.     
            Line 3.                             Glyph on bottom = SEYA = have done. Left Glyph = PESSED  
                                                   =  back (bone) or spine.  Glyph on right = TES = Injury. 
            Line 4.                              Glyph far right. = Sethes = suggested reading: caused by. The  

                                         glyph below the eagle or falcon =  NUB = gold. The glyph  
                                           above = Heru. Glyph on far left = mirror reversed view of the  
                                         glyph Sethes, is given the seemingly wrong title  of Uthes =    
                                         carrying, yet in his Basic Hieroglyphia, Johnson gives its  
                                         description as “Lift” or suggested meaning for this trans- 
                                          literation “lifting up or holding (him) up.” Or maybe, movable  
                                         crutches. 
                                         However, the real problematic of this  Transliteration are not 
                                         the mirror reversed glyphs, but the falcon /eagle, which is    
                                         transliterated by Johnson as “carrying the Golden falcon  
                                           standard ”  However,   in Plate 1, p.... we learn from Johnson,  
                                         that the sitting Eagle is his  Highness,  Nefer-Djes-eb, leading  
                                         into ”speaking thus.”   
                                        As the glyph for carrying is  normally the “pot with the two 
                                         legs” It is suggested that the reading should be altered in the 
                                         following manner. His Highness, wearing his gold chain,  
                                         (because of his injury), must now be supported by crutches  
                                         under his arms, to move. 
                                         These two glyphs are described by Betro as unclassified. p.27. 
                                         But it is suggested that they represent “Support” or Stütze.  
                                          (Germ.) i.e. like a crutch, that supports an injured person             
                                           from placing to much weight on a broken leg. However, in this 
                                         case it is suggested, that it refers to the physical support given  
                                         toNefer-Djeseb,by two of his aides. In Vomberg/Withuhn   
                                         p.446 it is rendered as a peg. 
                                         Regarding the Glyph for Gold = NUB, this is a necklace  
                                         placed in the Johnson  transliteration  around the rounded  
                                         shoulders, while Rundle-Clark, p.259, has it hanging from a  
                                         short horizontal line, while Vomberg/ Withuhn appear not to  
                                         have a sign for it.                                     
Line 5.                              The two glyph under each other represent  the town of Penu,                                             
                                          while the whole three glyph combination reads=Penu Kekset = 
                                         Desert mice, according to  Johnson.  But there is no mouse to     
                                         be seen. Compare Budge’s.  However, if one separates the  
                                         three glyphs, i.e. leaves Penu separated from the mountain   
                                         and moves the glyph for mountain into a separate line, then  
                                         Line 6. becomes Line 7.    
     Suggested Line 6.        (In) Penu we shall meet in a similar mountainous place, like  
                                         here in  a foreign land.                                   
 Line 6.                             Glyph of Penis = MET, = before. Glyph above = TAYA =   
                                         Place. This is followed by the Glyph for Mountain, Mountain  
                                         Range. However, attention is drawn to the following.  
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                                        According to Rundle- Clark, (Myth and Symbol in Ancient  
                                        Egypt,  p.257, an alternate reading is given as foreign lands,  
                                        while Johnson refers to it as Mountain or Desert. 
Line 7.                             Glyph = SHE = Pools of Water. 
Line 8.                             Single glyph = OWAT = Along the way. 
 
 

The Ray Johnson Translation. 
 

Place before I, fowl to cook, and sent around the rain. Have done Back Injury 
carrying the Golden HAWK Standard. Place before me, Desert Mice and Pools 
of Water along the way. 
                                          
                                          
                                                          The von Senff Translation. 
                                          
I am at hand to (cook ?). (Check this, it seems wrong, as ankh (on wire or thong 
means) Life , but we are dealing with the glyph TEKA = Lamp and not ANKH) the 
last meal (goose) for the deceased (Mummy). It is raining (again). (I slipped and) 
hurt my back. I now needs support on both sides. We shall met again in Penu, 
away from this foreign land; along the way, are pools of water, caused by the 
rain.  
 
This translation is a basic break in the Ray Johnson transliteration, which is based on 
the different interpretation of the “Golden Falcon”  Ray Johnson, relying on his 
“Basic Hieroglyphia” uses Glyph No. 1272, meaning Heru-Nub , translated by 
Johnson as Golden Falcon or “Horus of Hierakonpolis.” This translation may be 
correct, but there appear to be problems associated with that transliteration. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My problematic is Johnson’s reliance on glyph No. 1272, while he seems to ignore 
the two movable crutches on both sides of the Heru-Nub Glyph to which I attach 
more importance. My suggestion is, that Nefer-Djeseb, after hurting his back, is 
recovering, indicating, that he, Horus like, is recovering his mobility, albeit with 
assistance. I arrived at this conclusion after a thorough study of all glyph’s available, 
inclusive Johnson’s. Below are some of the books used in the difficult transliteration. 
 
 

Egyptian Grammar, Edition 2 & 3 : Gardiner 
An EgyptianHieroglyphic Dictionary :  Wallis Budge 

Hieroglyphenschlüssel : Petra Vomberg / OrellWithuhn 
Heilige Zeichen, 580 Ägyptische Hieroglyphen: Betro 
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Middle Egyptian 2nd.Ed. : James P. Allen 
Myth and Symbol in Ancient Egypt. R.T. Rundle Clark 

Basic Hieroglyphia. Unpublished Manuscript : Ray Johnson 
                                         
I am at hand to (cook). (But can one cook a goose on a lamp ?) the last meal (goose) 
for the deceased (Mummy). It is (was) raining. (I slipped and) hurt my back. Now I 
needs support on both sides. We shall meet again in Penu, away from this foreign 
land; along the way, there are pools of water, caused by the rain.  

 
The above, different transliteration indicates a moment of quietness between the two 
brothers, the final farewell, between Nefer-Djeseb and  his dead brother Nefer-Ti-Ru,  while 
contemplating and assuring the KA of his brother, that they will, with Suti’s help, meet again 
in Penu, once he leaves leaves the foreign shore (Australia) and heads back to the 
motherland. The reader is reminded of the World War I song “We meet again, don’t know 
where, don’t know when, but I know we meet again, some sunny day.” Like in the above 
song, the glyphs portray a mixture of hope, anxiety and trust in the distant future, which are 
the foundation of this uplifting segment. 
 

           It is suggested, that the above is the correct interpretation, because the glyph Mummy  
           was ignored by Johnson, Plate 2 - Line 1, and one has to ask, why would Nefer-Djeseb,  
          as leader of the Expedition, hence on top of the food chain, imply that he was eating     
          desert mice at Kariong? Unless he was refering to Rock Wallabies. But no glyph of a   
          mouse is visible, although Johnson has the glyph for mouse in his Basic Hieroglyphia, p.  
          32, Glyph No: 1009. 
          This is the reason, why the Glyph “Mountain,” was removed from underneath Penu, 
          because by doing so, it throws an entirely different light on the subject matter, being  
          investigated. 
 

 
The Archaeological Proof of the ancient glyphs being real. 

 
Having worked our way through the glyphs with a toothcomb, we have arrived at the 
beginning of presenting the archaeological pictures, that support and cement the claim, 
that these hieroglyphs were carved some 4.500 years ago; otherwise the glyphs, in this 
case the glyph GES, (2nd Row l.h.) meaning half or side, could not be identified, as it 
refers to a side or half chamber, two meters underground in the east wall of the 
hieroglyphic site. As stated, in the hitherto accepted reading of GES, it meant either 
side or half. 
However; here in Australia a new dimension has been added to modern Archaeology 
and Modern Egyptology, by the newly available knowledge, that the ancient glyph 
“GES” has in fact another, hitherto not realized meaning, namely as a pointer  to a 
physical excisting underground chamber (and it is suggested, this is also the implied 
meaning everywhere else like in Egypt or Sudan) that may be hidden underground; 
which has been ignored, by Egyptologist and Archaeologist, because is has not been 
taught by professionals. Hence it means, that old transliterations and excavated sites 
must now be re-examined and investigated again, “just in case, the Australian 
discovery applies also to other sites”, as the GES obviously has a hitherto not 
understood meaning as a pointer to underground and hitherto not explored chambers !!! 
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First picture of the ”GES”, half or side chamber, hewn two meters underground into solid sandstone. This is 
followed by a picture, that gives archaeological evidence, that this underground site was made by ancient and 
not modern man. © 2001 
 

 

 
 
The evidence, as any opal miner will confirm, is in the sandstone roof, which could only have been made by 
coming from a lower level. North end (Brisbane end) of “Ges”. © 2001” 
 

 
No Egyptologist or Archaeologist could or would have suspected, that the Glyph “GES 
did in fact, refer to a hidden chamber, or a complex of hidden chambers. “Hence this is 
archaeological proof, that we are dealing with a genuine burial site.” 

 
This statement is confirmed by the following picture, that shows an upward drive from a lower 
level, and which, as Wayne Shipton’s experiment with a steel bar in 2001 confirmed, that the 
shaft is covered with a thick stone plate, which covers a hollow space beneath it. As we are 
dealing with solid sandstone, it means in plain English, that any hollow space below the plate, 
must have been man made, and definitely not by modern man, as is claimed by the defenders of 
the “Hoax Theory” 
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       And here is the archaeological proof, that ancient man came from a lower level into the “Ges” Measurements.  
       Depth one meter, with an opening of about 80 by 80 centimeters. © 2001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  SHEET 5:                                                                    Plate 1. 

 
 
 

Plate 1 
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                          To be read right to left and from top to 
                                                    bottom.  
 
1st. Row:       1. Tay Gavs.  = Pray to. or extol.  Note: compare A 28 A    
                          30, p.445. Egyptian   Grammar  (Extoll) also: Book of  the Dead 
                          2. Ha Ya = Gift or  temple offering.                         
            
2nd Row:       1. Ges= Half. Note: Can be read as Side or Half. Ref.: p. 542. Aa         
                         16 Egyptian  Grammar, Gardiner, 3rd. Edition.  This can also   
                         be read as Side or half Chamber, as indicated by the  underground 
                         chamber at Kariong . (von Senff )     
                                     
3rd. Row:      1. Suht. = Egg   2. Amen, the hidden one. Note: Ref. P. 422, A   
                        5, Egyptian Grammar, Gardiner, Third Edition.  Compare also              
                        Budge, Egyptian  

                      .                   
4th. Row:      1. Qer Sen = (for him) struck twice. 
 
5th. Row:      1. Hen. = Box, chest. 
 

Translation by Johnson.: 
“(We) gave half an egg (from Medicine) Box (or Chest), (and) prayed to the 

Hidden One, for he was struck twice.” 
 

In the beginning I thought that this may have been is an erronious translation. Hence it 
was suggested, that it may refers to “Sulphur bloom” which is also egg yellow and 
which could be stored in a medicine chest for years, without detoriating like a normal 
egg, because it is a pure chemical.  
However, since I read “Egyptishe Zaubersprüche”, I have altered my opinion, after I 
read, how Isis gave a young boy a goose egg to eat, in order to save his life from 
poisoning, after being bitten by two scorpions. (Budge, Egyptian Magic, p.132 -136.) 
 
Hence the giving of half an egg to Nefer-Ti Ru was not only meant as a medicine, it 
was an act of faith by Nefer-Djeseb in the power of the Goddess Isis.  Therefore the 
Johnson translation is correct. 
 
On the next page is the first and only copy of a working sketch of the underground 
section of the hieroglyphic site at Kariong, proving that the long contested hieroglyphic 
site is part and parcel of the not yet fully explored sections, that still hide the remains of 
Nefer-Ti-Ru somewhere. At this stage it is necessary to add the  followingobvious fact. 
 
The hieroglyphic site would, nay could not exist, without this this being an 
archaeological site. Without the need to bury Nefer-Ti-Ru, there would be no 
Kariong Hieroglyphic site. 
 
 Further, it proves that the hieroglyphic site would not exist, without the underground 
section, which was carved into a  V- shaped form by the mapping party of Nefer-
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Djeseb, who, after establishing the shape of the hieroglyphic walls went down to a 5 to 
8 meter level, below the present photographic established site level. Hence 
Archaeologist  may expect to find the last resting chamber, hewn into sandstone matrix.  
 
It must be pointed out that without the help of Michael O’Brien and Wayne Shipton 
none of these pictures would have been taken, nor the measurements recorded.  
 
The fact that these measurements were recorded, proves the archaeological existence of 
the underground site, which, as matter of course, will be ignored by the voiceferious 
and pontificating followers of the “Hoax Theory”, who will stop at nothing, to fill the 
Internetwith their false claims about the hieroglyphs. Because none of them has tried to 
translate them, whether being Archaeologist or Egyptologist, whose main occupation 
appears to be, to sweep any knowledge or documentation under the carpet and ignore it. 
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             © 2001 
 

This is the first working draft of the underground section with measurements, in order 
to satisfy the need to know the facts of the Kariong Underground site, without which 
the hieroglyphic site would have no reason to exist. Only by knowing these facts, which 
are known to only some interested parties, can a real assessment of the Kariong glyphs 
be made. 
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         Sheet 5:                                                                     Plate 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                
 
                             Read right to left. 
 
1st. Row:    1.  A ner = Hard, stoney,  2.Reta. = That allowed, Ref: p. 17.   
                       Budge, Book of the Dead.  Bottom r. Phonetic sign (?) = Si       
                       Middle glyph = The or Red, Top glyph = Mouth, speak, cry, 
                       Hence allowed to speak or cry. 
 

 
 
A look at the glyph explains the meaning of  “A hard, stony place” , compare the r.h. sandstone plates at 
Kariong. © 2001 

 
2nd. Row:   1.  Road, path, way. 
 
3rd Row:    1.  (eye) Remi = weep, mourn.  2. (v) Maad. = Adhering to,   
                       Keeping to. Etc. 
 
4th. Row:    1. Te. = The, 2. (snake) Ze. = Body. 
 
5th. Row:    1. Nu, Nes = We all, Note: All, in the plural sense, i.e. we all, they  
                       all or all those.   
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Translation by Ray Johnson: 
 

“A hard road, we all wept over the body, keeping to that, which  is  allowed.” 
 

This could also be read as follows:  “A hard, stoney road (where) we wept (and) 
mourned over the body (of Nefer-Ti-Ru) and the snake 22, while adhering to 
(established) customs.”     
 

 
           Sheet 5:                                                                                                       Plate 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
                                                                             
 
 
                                                 Read Right to left, then down. 

 
1st. Row:    1.Ast.= Seated 23.  2. Te.= The. 
 
2nd. Row:   1. Ges. = Side or Half. 
3rd.  Row:   1. Owat.= Way. 

 
 Translation by Johnson: 

 
“Seated (by) the Side way.” 

 
Bearing in mind that Isis was mentioned by me in the comment about the goose egg, 
and because Isis bears this emblem often on her forehead, it is suggested that it could 
also be read as: “(With) Isis (beside us) near the half chamber, (we watched) from 
the side way (the burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru).” Hence the translation of Ray Johnson is, 
no doubt, acceptable to the reader, even if he does not refer to the “Ges”, (the 
Underground half chamber); because Isis, all powerful, was invisible. 

 

                                                
                22      I have inserted the reference by Nefer-Djeseb to the snake, which is missing in the Johnson  
                         translation, because the snake was seen as the messenger or tool of the god Seth, whom they  
                         felt, they must have somehow offended.  
                23      This glyph can be read as Phonogram as Isis, as Ideogram as Place Residence, or as Phonogram  
                         as Osiris. I have deleted the reference to Osiris, as this is a burial site dedicated to Suti, arch ene- 
                         my of Osiris. Hence there remain two different meanings. Isis or Place. “Hieroglyphenschlüs- 
                         sel”, p. 282 
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This is the Westwall/ceiling joint of the “Ges” made of sandstone plates. It has not been checked, whether 
the smear marks are Asphalt, used to waterproof  the chamber and  any chamber below. The joint decision 
between our exploration team was, that this should be left untouched for archaeologists. © 2001 

 
Sheet 2:                                                                                                         Plate 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plate 4: 
 

                                Read right to left 
 

1st. Row :    1. Shes. = Concern. (Ref. P. 522&609. Egyptian Grammar  2. Metz. =    
                       Deep   (Ref. P. 610  Egyptian Gramar)          
                                      
2nd. Row:    1. Mer. = Love 
 
3rd. Row:    1. Rebu. = The Fellaheen. 
 

Translation by Johnson:   
“With concern and deep love, (the) Fellaheen” 

 
In order to try to make Nefer-Djeseb’s text understandable, the previous translation has 
been used: “(With) Isis seated (beside us,) near the half chamber, (we watched) from 
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the side way (the burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru).”  This can now be expanded to read: “(With) 
Isis seated (beside us,) near the half chamber, (we watched) from the side way (the 
burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru).” “(With) concern 24 and deep love 25, (the) fellaheen. 
We come now in this transliteration and translation to the most important point, where 
Nefer-Djeseb describes, where Nefer-Ti-Ru is actually buried at Kariong Hieroglyphic 
site. As we are not sure, whether these glyphs were mixed up during the engraving 
process, or are part of the proto-egyptian thought process, it is suggested that Line 2, 
contains an written error and should be placed on top, hence becoming Line 1. 

 
 
Sheet 3                                                                                                             Plate 1              

 
 

 
                                                Read right to left. 
 
                                       
 
1st.  Row:   1. Khena Set = confined. 2. Ut. =  Bandage(d). (hence Mummie.)   
 
2nd. Row:   1.Deshret = Red Earth (also The.)  2. Ay = One or I myself. 
                   Hence the reading in this case starts on the second line with: I myself 
                   confined the Mummy. 
 
3rd. Row:   1. Deshret = Red Earth , the sign above means hear. 
                  2. Set = Region 
                   Hear me, he is confined in the red Earth section 
                    
 

Translation by Johnson:   
                                                
                   24      It is suggested that Nefer-Djeseb watched with concern how heavy stone plates were being  
                              shifted, to make the grave impenetrable, hence his comment about “deep concern” 
 
                  25       The Proto-Egyptian glyph “MER” standing upright, compare Egypt before the Pharohs, p.296,  
                            in the 1st. Dynasty has the “MER” also standing upright, hence not meaning plow, but love. It   
                            is suggested that this is the original way to write it. Hence the Middle Egyptian glyph “MER”, 
                            appears to be the variant. 
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“The confined one (Hear) The Red Earth Region.” 
 

As the Red Earth Section is only some 5. (five) meters long and is distinct by its plum red 
colour, it is not hard to see, what Nefer-Djeseb is referring to. Bearing in mind the previous 
transliteration, it will read now. “(With) Isis seated (beside us,) near the half chamber, (we 
watched) from the side way (the burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru). (With) concern 26 and deep love 
27, (the) fellaheen (saw) the mummy (the bandaged one) confined, listen, (in the) Red 
Earth Section.”  
 
Again the Johnson transliteration is essentially correct. At this point, Nefer-Djeseb changes the 
story from the past to a day in Spring, when he writes the following essential information which 
is of interest to Archaeologist and Egyptologist alike.  
 
He refers to the fact, that the previously mentioned stone plates were made from the sandstone 
rocks, that then, (not now) littered the plain on top of the gravesite to the West. A fact never 
considered nor understood by previous researchers. Even Ray Johnson, because of his age, was 
unable to get up there. But let us continue with the Story of Nefer-Djeseb. 
 
 

           Sheet 3:                                                                                                      Plate 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st.   Row:    1. Tha.  = Then. (Past tense, symbol of water may indicateseason 
2nd.  Row:    1. En. = Of (Joined by link ???) 
3rd.  Row:    1. Three Glyphts meaning To Grow. 
4th.    Row:    1. Ra-K = Time, measured by symbol of sun.  2. Er. = To 
 
                                       Translation by Ray Johnson.   

                                                
                   26      It is suggested that Nefer-Djeseb watched with concern how heavy stone plates were being  
                            shifted, to make the grave impenetrable, hence his comment about “ concern” 
 
                  27       The Proto-Egyptian glyph “MER” standing upright, compare Egypt before the Pharohs, p.296,  
                            in the 1st. Dynasty has the “MER” also standing upright, hence not meaning plow, but love. It       
                            is  suggested that this is the original way to write it. Hence the Middle Egyptian glyph  
                            “MER”,    must be considered to be the variant 
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“ Then of Time to grow, i.e. Spring “ 

 
By this statement we learn, that Nefer-Ti-Ru must have died in early winter and the 
Expedition Party has spent already at least 2 to 3 month at Kariong, hewing the Grave 
into the solid bedrock, and building at the same time the three doors to eternity for 
Nefer-Ti-Ru’s  Ka (spirit) and the GES, two meters underground. We can also deduce 
that the V-shaped cleft, in which Nefer-Ti-Ru is buried, that the half chamber was 
hewn into the rock from the outside of the East wall. 
  
But let us continue. The story so far will read: “(With) Isis seated (beside us,) near the 
half chamber, (we watched) from the side way the burial (of Nefer-Ti-Ru). (With) concern 
28 and deep love 29, (the) fellaheen (saw) the mummy (the bandaged one) confined, listen, 
(in the) Red Earth Section. Then of time to grow, (i.e. Spring)” concludes the text so far. 
 
Sheet 3:                                                                                                               Plate 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
                                                             Read right to left. 
 
 
 
 
 
                   28        It is suggested that Nefer-Djeseb watched with concern how heavy stone plates were being  
                              shifted, to make the grave impenetrable, hence his comment about “ concern.” 
 
                  29         The Proto-Egyptian glyph “MER” standing upright, compare Egypt before the Pharohs,  
                              p.296, in the 1st. Dynasty has the “MER” also standing upright, hence not meaning plow, but  
                              love. It  is suggested, that this is the original way to write it. Hence the Middle Egyptian  
                              glyph  “MER”, is the variant. 
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1st. Johnson l.to r.to l. 1. A Neru = Stones (or Rocks )( depiction of the walled 
in entrance)  2.  Te.= The  Glyph over chamber Nu = West  (The primeaval 
                          waters are said to be in the Western  Heaven.) (R.J.)     

 
1st. Row: Senff: 1. Door or Doorway, above- 2. Ges=Halfchamber, 3.House.       
                        above 4. Red or The. 5. Walled in, Stones or Build. 

 
The picture represents glyph A NERU, an accurate depiction of the walled in entry in 
which Michael O’Brien is standing. As the walled in Entry is 2 meters below the 
ground, and acces to the Entry can only be gained by laying on the back and worming 
your way into the Ges, which is about 70 c.m. high, i.e not high enough to stand up in, 
hence my suggestion, that it was carved from the outside into the eastwall. 
 

 
 
A beaming Michael O’Brien poses in the walled in entry to the Ges, as described by the glyph “A 
Neru” Above him, the thick timber beams that carry the camouflage  rock, that prevented visitors 
falling down the two meter shaft. This shaft, verified by the Glyph, was wrongly described as being the 
work of modern man in the 1980’s, but as shafts like this have to be build from the Bottom up, hence it 
represents proof of the age of the underground construction, executed some 4.500 years ago. © 2001 

 
                     3.  Ges. = Side(chamber) below: Entrance to the Side chamber. 
2nd.  Row:      1.  Pot=Nu.= West30 
3rd.  Row:       1. Downward stroke Ay= The, One or I myself. 
4th.  Row:       1. Nu= West.  2.The boot = BUI. = Place. 3. The downward stroke =        
                          Ay.=  The   4. And below it is Per. = The burial chamber.                                             
5th.  Row:       1. A neru.= stones, (or Stoneplates,)  
6th.  Row:       1. Ay. = The 
7th.  Row:       1. And the last Glypth, like a man’s chest, with a striped tie is the     
                        Ayaa.= Skirting  all Around. 

                                                
                      30     Despite two references to West, none has been included by Ray Johnson  in his translation. In  
                              order to rectify this, I include the reference in my translation as it identifies the area , from          
                              which these boulders came. (Hans-Dieter von Senff) 
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Translation by Johnson 

 
“We walled in with local Stones the entrance to the side chamber.” 

 
 
Ray Johnson in this transliteration fails to include the reference to the western side, he 
also only refers to side, to which was added the word chamber, which now reads side 
chamber in the East wall. It is interesting to note that both the Glyph GES and the Entry 
Door are repeated some 30 meters away, again on the West wall. 
 
Hence the text must now read:  
 
“(With) Isis seated (beside us,) near the half chamber, (we watched) from the side way (the 
burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru). (With) concern 31 and deep love 32, (the) fellaheen (saw) the mummy 
(the bandaged one) confined, listen, (in the) Red Earth Section. Then of time to grow, (i.e. 
Spring), (We) walled in with local (Rocks) from the west side (of the Grave site) the 
entrance to the side chamber.” 
 
Despite my additions it must be explained that Ray Johnson, due to his advanced age, was 
incapable to get to the top of the gravesite and please note, never knew about the side chamber 
until shortly before his death, when he had ordered a copy of “ Is the Kariong Hieroglyphic site 
a Hoax” from the National Library of Australia.33 

 
          Sheet 4:                                                                                                                  Plate 1. 

 
 

Plate  1:  
  1.  Rehu. = Fellaheen34.   2. Khens. = Expounded.35  3. Ay. = I.  4. Group of    
  three Glypths  = Hesbet. =   counted.   5. Bagsu. = Dagger. 
         

                                                
                  31     It is suggested, that Nefer Djeseb and Company watched with concern the descent of the  
                          sarcophagus into the grave chamber. If it was not carried on Board during the voyage, one must  
                          expect it to be made of local sandstone. 
                  32     The Proto-Egyptian glyph “MER” standing upright, compare Egypt before the Pharohs, p.296,  
                          in the 1st. Dynasty has the “MER” also standing upright, hence not meaning plow, but love. It   
                          is suggested that the laying down variety of the Middle Egyptian period is the variant 
                 33      Photocopy in writers possession. 
                 34      This glyph has provoked the ire of a certain museum Director in Chicago, who was offended  
                          that Ray Johnson dared to use the Arabic term fellaheen in the translation. It represents a letter  
                          of the Egyptian Alphabet, which by the addition of a Halo or Hula Hoop expresses living  
                          beings in this case, fellaheens. I would have been offended had he called them “”Christians or  
                          Moslems. 
                 35      Ray Johnson uses the term expounded, which is exactly the opposite to his transliteration,  
                          because expounded would mean, he returned the daggers to the fellaheen, meaning he had   
                          impounded them earlier. Even if this is the case, it is acceptable to the writer as a correct  
                          translation. (H-D v S) 
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Translation by Johnson: 
 

“ I counted and impounded the daggers (of the) Fellaheen.” 
As there is no figure to indicate the direction of the script, I suggest, that the 
transliteration of Ray Johnson is correct. Right to left it reads: Dagger counted and 
expounded (to the) Fellaheens. Hence the Nefer-Djeseb Text reads now: 
 

“(With) Isis seated (beside us,) near the half chamber, ( I, we watched) from 
the side way (the burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru). (With) concern  and deep love, (the) 
fellaheen (saw) the mummy (the bandaged one) confined, listen, (in the) Red 
Earth Section.  
Then of time to grow, (i.e. Spring), (We) walled in with local (Rocks) from 
the western side (of the Grave site) the entrance to the side chamber. I 
counted and impounded the daggers (of the) Fellaheen, (but I shall return 
them.) 36 

 
        Sheet 4:                                                                                     Plate 2. 

 

 
 

 
1. read l to r. A recognized error, Ref. Page 490, N 35 Egyptian Grammar. = 
Zeter of Eternity.  2. Khemet Sebekh = The three Doors (to Eternity).  3. 2 
Glypths, top Thesu. = connected to, or joined.  Bottom glypth =  Rear End, 
Behind. 4. In frame left Qeres = Tomb, Right. Umetet. =  Bulwark, Sealed in.  

Translation by Ray Johnson. 
“The three doors to Eternity are connected to the rear end behind37 the     
bulwark (of the Grave).” 
 

An obvious error has occurred in this transliteration, Ray Johnson forgot to include the 
two symbols of the two United Egyptian States, the bee for Southern Egypt and the 
Shema for Northern Egypt. It is worth noting that below these Glyphs, a cartouche with 
the symbol for grave and bulwark (fortification) has been added, identifying the grave 
as the fortified Royal Grave of Nefer-Ti-Ru. Hence the text of Nefer-Djeseb reads now 
as follows: 
 

“(With) Isis seated (beside us,) near the half chamber, (I, we watched) 
from the side way (the burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru). (With) concern  and deep 

                                                
                  36       This was added to cover the eventuality, that Nefer-Djeseb meant expounded, and not  
                            impounded. 
                 37        This means that the rear of the Grave, too, is protected by the bulwark of boulders. 
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love, (the) fellaheen (saw) the mummy (the bandaged one) confined, 
listen, (in the) Red Earth Section.  
Then of time to grow, (i.e. Spring), (We) walled in with local (Rocks) 
from the western side (of the Grave site), the entrance to the side 
chamber.  
I counted and impounded the daggers (of the) Fellaheen, (but I shall 
return them.)  
(Now in spring) the three doors to Eternity are connected to the rear 
end behind the bulwark (of the fortified Royal Grave) (implied: of the 
son of Khufu, Ruler of ) Upper and Lower Egypt.”   
 

This is followed, it is suggested by Ray Johnsons suggested meaning of the 
dried out plant, meaning 
 
                   “Oh reach down and make the Land green.” 
 

         Sheet 4:                                                                                                  Plate 3. 
 

          
 
 

                                                PLATE 3 
         Comment by Ray Johnson: 

Here we have the withered looking plant again, which is possibly how this should be 
written. Possibly reading something like this: enclosed with the two symbols.The plant 
this is above the channel or riverbed sign. (DENAY), Time.             
“O” REACH DOWN THINE HANDS AND MAKE THE LAND GREEN.” 
  

The two enclosing symbols are most likely substitute signs, to replace a sign considered 
magically dangerous, or not wanting to presume to draw the hands of God. Hence the 
new meaning of Nefer-Djeseb’s text  should read: 

 

“(With) Isis seated (beside us,) near the half chamber, ( I, we watched) 
from the side way (the burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru). (With) concern  and deep 
love, (the) fellaheen (saw) the mummy (the bandaged one) confined, 
listen, (in the) Red Earth Section. Then of time to grow,grow, (i.e. 
Spring), (We) walled in with local (Rocks) from the western side (of the 
Grave site) the entrance to the side chamber. I counted and impounded 
the daggers (of the) Fellaheen, (but I shall return them.) (Now in 
spring) the three doors to Eternity (were) are connected to the rear end 
behind the bulwark (of the fortified Royal Grave) (implied:of the son of 
Khufu, Ruler of ) Upper and Lower Egypt.”   
 
“O” REACH DOWN THINE HANDS AND MAKE THE LAND GREEN.” 
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At this stage the reader will understand, if the writer discontinues the addition to the 
text of Nefer-Djeseb and present the slightly altered text at the end of this section. 

 
 

Sheet 5:                                                                                                       Plate 1. 
 

No Spaceship but a Necklace. 

 
1st. Row:  1. Useke. = Necklace. 2. Ges Af. = His Side.  3. Ah. = By.  4. Taya. = 
Placed. 

 

Translation by Ray Johnson:  
 

“A Necklace placed by his side” 
 

Having checked Glyph No.2, the Ges with the horned viper in it, I found no reference 
for it in James P. Allen  “Middle Egyptian”, Vomberg / Withuhn’s “Hieroglyphen-
schlüssel” , nor in Betro’s “Heilige Zeichen” .  However, I also checked Ray Johnsons 
“Basic Hieroglyphia” and found it there as glyph No.1528 with the printed advice  Muf  
egypt. = Helper or Ally. 
 
Hence the reading of the Nefer-Djeseb text translation must be supplemented to read: 
  
                                   “ A necklace placed by our helper’s side.” 
 
Again the Ray Johnson transliteration and translation is acceptable.  
 
      Sheet 5                                                                                                     Plate 2.                                                                                                                                                            
 

 
   

1st. Row:      1. Nit = Royal.   2. Ti = Token (implied.) 
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2nd. Row:     1. Pet = Heavens. 2.  Mia = As 
3rd. Row:     1. Tay = Gift. 2. (top) Er = From. (bottom) Ki = Thou 
 
                                  Ray Johnsons Translation 
 
     “A Royal Token, signifying  “Heavens Gift, as from thou...! “ 

The crown of  Lower Egypt implies Royal, according to Betro’s “Heilige Zeichen” it 
existed some 4.000 B.C.  and is, according to her, the oldest known Hieroglyph. Found 
on a piece of pottery , made in the middle of 4.000 B.c. 38  
 
However, another Ges, this time with a stroke, about ¼ inside the open End of the Ges 
causes problems, hence I accept Ray Johnson’s translation Mia (egypt).= As, as proper.  
 
To introduce the reader to the work of Ray Johnson, I have included a full A 4 Page of 
his work in this translation The reader will spot the various differences easily, having 
been subject to a forced course of “Introductory Egyptology 
 
Sheet 5:                                                                                                              Plate 3. 

 
 
 

1st. Row:   1. Shepseewa  “O”  2. Holy.  3. Shining  4. Ones   5.  Compared to the item  
                       Usekh = Necklace (Sheet 5, Plate 1. 1st. Row: This again is the necklace, 
                       but with an extra shine added by 4 extra strokes. 
2nd Row:   1. Tzeser – Private . Refer p.284. Book of the Dead. Also p.455. D45 Egypt.    
                       Grammar. 
3rd. Row:  1.  Set =  A Cross = end 2.      Open Door     3.  Qeres= Tomb 
4th. Row:  1.  The = Taken    2. Pernu = Sanctuary. 
 

                                             Translation by Johnson:  

                                                
               38         Betro, Maria Carmela : “Heilige Zeichen, 580 Egyptian Hieroglyphen.” p. 194, but note, the  
                           glyph Djes-eb has an age of 8.000 years given to it. 
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“ O” Holy Shining Ones. Taken across (to the) private sanctuary (of this) 
Tomb.” 
 

          Sheet 5:                                                                                                        Plate 4. 

 
 

          1st. Row:  1.  Penu= Town of Penu (below) Pernu = Sanctuary. 2.  Represents  
                           Uas  Ceptre, therefore Ruler, 3 Sahu = Spirit 
          .  

 
           Explanation: Penu means Mouse. It was said that a certain Egyptian town honoured the     

Mouse, because:  “There was a plague of mice, and an attacking army was encamped outside 
the  town. In the night, mice gnaved through the bowstrings, and thus saved the town. (R.J.) 

 
         

No Translation by Ray Johnson, but my translation is: (He, Nefer Ti Ru) was the 
spiritual Ruler of Penu. 

 
                  Sheet 5:                                                                                              Plate 5. 

 
Read right to left. 

 
         1st. Row:    1. Hednub Bagsu = Silver Dagger.   2. Nit = Royal  2.  Ti =Token  
         2nd Row:    1. (top) along (bottom) Ur = Great.  2 & 3 (together.) Ari Kaker 
 

Translation by Johnson :  
“(Along with) the Silver Dagger, a Royal Token (of the) Great Maker.” 

Again we are confronted with the Lower Egyptian Crown. And the glyph for Token is 
playing its prominent part, but maybe it should be read instead as Present or Gift to 
(dead) royalty.  
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My own translation would be:  Hence the Translation should read “(Together with) a 
Silver Dagger, a Royal gift from the Great Maker.” 
 
    Sheet 5:                                                                                                         Plate 6. 

 
 

Translation by Ray Johnson. 
   “Separated from “PENU” (is) the Royal Body  (and from) all others. 
 

            Sheet 6:                                                                                                           Plate 1 

 
                                 1.      2.       3.      4.     5.     6.  

 
 

1st. Row:    1. Nefer = Regal    2. Top House of God.  Below: Came  3. UAS 
Ceptre.Could be Se or Es and so on, so in many cases it became an educated guess as to 
where to place the vowels . (R.J)  4. Top and bottom Penu. 5. Plant = Harvest (Southern 
Egypt)  (? ) 

                                  Translation by Ray Johnson:  
 
             “Came from  House of God (in) Penu, Regal Person.” 

 
This reading should be altered should to :  

   “(Nefer-Ti-Ru), the Regal person came from the temple of God in Penu.” 

 

The following cartouches have been misrepresented by Egyptologist and Archaeologist, 
as well as the misinformed followers of the Kariong Glyphs  “Hoax Theory” because 
they are square. What is forgotten here is the fact that, as the Archaeologist Dr.Reinoud 
de Jonge stated, that the 4th.Dynasty regularly used square cartouches as an indicator, 
that they were made on behalf of regents of the 4th. Dynasty. 
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           Sheet 6:                                                                                                       Plate 2. 

 
1st. Row:                            1.  Shema= South Egypt.   2. Bitet = North Egypt.  3.              
                                                  Where the sting of the Bee is pointing represents THE 
                                                  while the small circle Circle over the Duck is the glyph  
                                                  Nu , meaning  OF, while the duck represents  Sa,         
                                                  hence Son. Therefore it represents the Geneology    
                                                  and depicts the relationship between Father (Khufu)                        
                                                  and son (Nefer-Ti-Ru), which was misconstrued by a 
                                                  number of Egyptologist. 
                                                                                       
Cartouche 1:                          KHUFU  (CHEOPS) is on the left side while 
Cartouche 2:                          Nefer-Ti-Ru’s cartouche, is on the right side of Khufu 

 

                                     Translation by Ray Johnson 
 
“ That Regal Person that came from the House of God, Nefer-ti-ru, The Son      
                        of Khufu, King of Upper and Lower Egypt.” 
                         
Sheet 6:                                                                                      Plate 3.                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1st. Row:     1.  Ank = Life everlasting.   2. Zeten (a spelling mistake, see explanation next     
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                          page.) 3.  Setcher = To Rest.  4. Top: Menay = Death. Bottom: = Met =  
                          before. 
                 
2nd. Row:    1.  Above Owl: Enen, not Ma =  An= (Is).  2.  A = I   3.  Pyramid (inside) Top,  
                          top:  Per = Go  Back .  below:  Gesh =Beside. Below Pyramid, Mer,  Nether          
                          = The Sacred Mer.                   
                    
3rd. Row:   1. Mu = Waters.  
 
                                           Translation  by Ray Johnson 
 
 “(He) Who died before, is laid to rest. May he have Life, everlasting, Am I not to go            
                                back besides the Waters of the Sacred Mer. 

 
Sheet 6:                                                                                                                           Plate 4.                                                                                                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1st. Row:    1. Khafa = Graspor,  Embrace.  2.  Geshu = Thy Side 
2nd Row:    1. Af = Him.  2. Arrow indicates the Direction, hence downward. 3.   
                       (his) Ka= Spirit. 
3rd. Row:   1. Sen = (My) Brother. 2. Ne = To. 
4th. Row:   1. Fa = (Oh) Father.  2. A Tera = (of) the Earth.  
 

                                                  Translation by Johnson  
 
“ Then clasp him, my Brothers Spirit to thy side, O Father of the  Earth.” 
                         

    Sheet 6.                                                                                                              Plate 5 
                                   

                                                                        Plate 5. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1st. Row: Johnson writes: Zeten is actually a spelling mistake. Zeten reads Serf. 
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However the Ankh in front of the word shows what was intended. But  ever-
lasting (Zetter) is as below in the 2nd. Row. Check Sheet 6, Plate 3, Line 1. 

 
 
 
 
 

Sheet 6:                                                     Explanation                                            Plate 6  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st Row:     Early Egyptian in most cases never had any vowels thus it could be read as          
                   “AF” or as “ Fa”, 
 
2nd Row:    or could be read as “Se” or “Es” and so on, so in many cases it became an 
                   educated guess as to where to place the vowels. 
 

 
Hence the complete translation of Nefer-Djes-eb report to 

the Egyptian Crown should read now, 
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Is this Australia’s oldest written record? 
 

The English Translation of the Kariong Glyphs.  
 

 
Line 1.   “Thus speaks his Highness the Prince from this wretched place within this    

   land, transported there by ship.” 
 

  Line 2.    “Doing this writing for the Crown of Lower Egypt, according to God’s39   
          Words.”  
 
          Alternative Reading: “We are writing (recording this)  for the crown of Lower      
          Egypt, according to the words of the Gods.” 
                

  Line 3.    “The fellaheen, sitting40 call out from this place in this strange land, for     
                  “Suti.”41 
 

                 Alternative reading: The Fellaheen, working (hard), cry out from this place in               
                 this strange land. 
 
Line 4.     “ I, Nefer-Djeseb, Son of the King.” 
 
                 Alternative reading: “(I, Nefer Djeseb,) Son of the king of Lower and Upper   
                 Egypt. 
 
Line 5.      “Has transported “Suti” 
 
                  Alternative reading: “We, the two Princes from Upper Egypt have transported    
                  Suti.”  
 

  Line 6.       “Khufu”, The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, beloved of “Ptah.”   
 
                   Alternative reading : 
 

 Line 7.       “He (Nefer-Ti-Ru) is kind and benevolent, (a) follower (of the) golden – 
                     haired God, “Ra-Heru.” 

                                                
                 39    The third Glyph makes it plural , hence the words of the Gods. 

40    Vomberg/Withuhn :  Hieroglyphenschlüssel, p.76.  
41    Suti is often mistaken for Anubis (alter ego of Osiris). Yet Suti is in fact the alter ego of Seth,   
      who murdered Osiris, hence Suti cannot be Anubis. Suti is the “Opener of the Way” in all foreign      

                      Countries, hence has no jurisdiction in Egypt itself, but is the Ruler in every other Country. 
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                     Alternative reading: “(Nefer-Ti-Ru), who is buried42 here was kind and  
                      benevolent. (He was  a Priest) and follower of the golden haired sungod, Ra.” 
 
 Line 8.          “Two years43 that I make way westwards, I (he put) up (a) strong front,  
                      praying, joyful, smiting Insects.” 
 

   Alternative reading: “(For) two seasons we made our way westward,  he      
    (Nefer-Ti-Ru) (put) up (a) strong front, praying, joyful, smiting insects.” 

 
  Line 9.      “His Highness, a Servant of God, He (say’s) God brings the Insects, thus  
                    thine own Fellaheen protect.” 
 

            Alternative reading: “He, His Highness (Prince Nefer-Ti-Ru) a Servant of (the)  
            God (Ra), He (says that) God brings the Insects, (a sign to show) that His Fella- 
            heen (are) protected.” 

 
  Line 10.     “The snake bit twice, all those behind the divine Lord of Khufu, the Lord of 

  the two Adzes , mighty one of Lower Egypt. Not all go back.44 (we are) mar- 
  ching forward, (we) do not look back.” 
 

  Line 11.     “All damaged the Boat at low tide. Our boat is tied up. The snake caused  
                     the death.”  
 
  Line 12.      I, myself am of stone, have gone around Hills and Deserts, in wind and  
                      rain. No lakes are at hand, blessed gift of night comes, I hide, burying       
                      myself out of reach. 
                                     
                     Alternative reading:  (As) hard as stone have I (become), (Because) I have  
                      (travelled) the mountains in rain and wind.  No lakes are handy. Night comes, a  
                      blessed gift. I hide, and bury (verstecke, German) myself out of reach. (So no  
                      one can harm me?) 
                                         
Line 13.       Place before I, fowl to cook, and sent around the rain. Have done Back  
                     Injury carrying the Golden HAWK Standard. Place before me, Desert  
                     Mice and Pools of Water along the way. 
 

           Alternative reading: I am at hand to cook the last meal (goose) for the   
           deceased (Mummy). It is raining (again). (I slipped and) hurt my back. I  
           now needs support on both sides. We shall met again in Penu, away from  
           this foreign land; along the way, are pools of water, caused by the rain.  
 

                                                
                 42    The half unwound bandage refers to the mummy of Nefer-Ti-Ru, hence I substituted buried here,   
                      to give the  implied meaning of the transliteration.     
                 43    This appears to be an error by Johnson, because it were not two years but two seasons, hence 
eight                         
                       Month. 
 
             44    This could be a reference to the two persons, who died of spider or tick bite, as mentioned by the   
                   newly discovered glyphs, some thirty meters away. 
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 Line 14.      “(We) gave half an egg (from Medicine) Box (or Chest), (and) prayed to the   
                     Hidden One, for he was struck twice.” 
 
                     Alternative reading: “A hard, stoney road (where) we wept (and) mourned over  
                     the body (of Nefer-Ti-Ru) and the snake 45, while adhering to (established)   
                     customs.”     
 
  Line 15.     “Seated (by) the Side way.”  
 
                     Alternative reading: “(With) Isis (beside us) near the half chamber, (we  
                      watched) from the side way (the burial of Nefer-Ti-Ru).” 
 
   Line 16.     “With concern and deep love, (the) Fellaheen” 
 

             Alternative reading: “(With) concern 46 and deep love 47, (the) fellaheen, 
  
   Line 17.     “The confined one (Hear) The Red Earth Region.” 
 
                       Alternative reading: (saw) the mummy (the bandaged one) confined, listen, (in  
                       the) Red Earth Section.” 
 
   Line 18.         “ Then of Time to grow, ( i.e. Spring)” 
 
   Line 19.      “We walled in with local Stones the entrance to the side chamber.” 
 
                        Alternative reading: (We) walled in with local (Rocks) from the west side (of  
                        the Grave site) the entrance to the side chamber.” 
 
  Line 20.        “ I counted and impounded the daggers (of the) Fellaheen.” 
 
                        Alternative reading: I counted and impounded the daggers (of the) Fellaheen,  
                        (but I shall return them.) 48 
 
  Line 21.       “The three doors to Eternity are connected to the rear end behind49  
                       the bulwark (of the Grave).” 
 

     Alternative reading: (Now in spring) the three doors to Eternity are   
     connected to the rear end behind the bulwark (of the fortified Royal  
     Grave) (implied: of the son of Khufu, Ruler of ) Upper and Lower  

                                                
             45     I have inserted the reference by Nefer-Djeseb to the snake, which is missing in the Johnson  
                   translation, because the snake was seen as the messenger or tool of the god Seth, whom they  
                   felt, they must have somehow offended.  
                   46        It is suggested that Nefer-Djeseb watched with concern how heavy stone plates were being  
                            shifted, to make the grave impenetrable, hence his comment about “deep concern” 
                   47       The Proto-Egyptian glyph “MER” standing upright, compare Egypt before the Pharohs, p.296,  
                            in the 1st. Dynasty has the “MER” also standing upright, hence not meaning plow, but love. It   
                            is suggested that this is the original way to write it. Hence the Middle Egyptian glyph “MER”, 
                            appears to be the variant.    
                  48       This was added to cover the eventuality, that Nefer-Djeseb meant expounded, and not  
                            impounded. 
                 49        This means that the rear of the Grave, too, is protected by the bulwark of boulders. 
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     Egypt.”  
  

  Line 22.         “Oh reach down and make the Land green.” 
 
  Line 23.        “A Necklace placed by his side.” 

 
               Alternative reading: “A necklace placed by our helper’s side.” 

 
  Line 24.         “A Royal Token, signifying  “Heavens Gift, as from thou...” 
 
   Line 25.         “Oh” Holy Shining Ones. Taken across (to the) private sanctuary (of  
                          this) Tomb.” 
                           
   Line 26.       No translation given by Ray Johnson. 
 
                        Alternative reading: (He, Nefer Ti Ru) was the spiritual Ruler of Penu. 
 
   Line 27.       “(Along with) the Silver Dagger, a Royal Token (of the) Great Maker.” 
 
                        Alternative reading:  “(Together with) a Silver Dagger, a Royal gift from the   
                        Great Maker.” 
 
   Line 28.       “Plants wilting, Land dying.  Is this my lot from the God, most high.” 
   
   Line 29.       “ The sun pours down upon my back. Oh most high “Khepera,” my  
                        Obelisk Is overturned, but not broken. 
                         
   Line 28.       “Separated from “PENU” (is) the Royal Body  (and from) all others.” 

      
     That Regal Person that came from the House of God, Nefer-ti-ru, the Son      
      of Khufu, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, who died before, is laid to  
      rest. 

 
   Line 29.        “Came from  House of God (in) Penu, Regal Person.” 

  Alternative reading: “(Nefer-Ti-Ru), the Regal person came from the temple      
                               of god in Penu.” 
 

      He is not of this place. His home is Penu. 50 Return him to his town. 51 
      One third of (the) fruits, I myself divided for the burial service. 

 

      Hold his Spirit with love, O most High. 
      Worms52 in the basket of fruit, going into (him), shall not be. 

 

    Line 30.       “(He) Who died before, is laid to rest. May he have Life, everlasting, Am I      
                         not to go back besides the Waters of the Sacred Mer?” 
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    Line 31.        “ Then clasp him, my Brothers Spirit to thy side, O Father of the  Earth.” 
 
 
                            Fourth transliteration and Translation of the Kariong Glyphs 
 
                Hans-Dieter von Senff Ph.D.,  
 
 
                This 20th of July 2012 , Swansea, N.S.W. Australia 
                 
 
 

By way of Explanation. 
 

Many Egyptologist have questioned the ability of Ray Johnson and of myself, to transliterate 
and translate the ancient, Proto-Egyptian Glyphs at Kariong. The touchstone (no pun 
intended) for translating these ancient glyphs is the Palermo Stone, a fragment of a stele that 
appears to have been the source of Manetho’s ancient recital of the dynasties that existed up 
to 24.500 years ago. As this predates the date for the Jewish “Creation Myth” of the creation 
of the earth by some 18.000 years, it has been a challenge to early Christian Authorities to 
prove Manetho wrong and they succeeded by turning an Egyptian Year (360 days) into one 
month and managed in that way,  to confuse Christianity. 
 
The falsehood and lies that were generated in this way, are easily disproved, by applying 
common sense to the solution of these lies. Just imagine the following scenario, and then 
decide, whether it was possible for a human to conceive and after three weeks give birth to a 
full term baby. Clearly an impossibility. 
 
Or could you imagine a flood to occur every 4 weeks, that inundates the country ? And could 
you imagine the speed at which grain has to grow, before being harvested ? If the Christian 
lie, that a whole year consisted of only four weeks, is accepted? 
 
Just imagine the Khufu Pyramid being build, if one year consisted of only four weeks. 
Clearly an impossibility.  
 
But the early Authorities of the Catholic Church believed this nonsense, just because they 
could not, nay, would not accept the fact, that prehistoric man had in fact lived before their 
mystical date of the Creation of the World. Because if they did, they had to be honest and 
admid, that their belief was build on a lie. And no religious system would be that honest with 
itself. 
 
As stated in the introductory line of this explanation, Egyptologists, Museum Directors and 
Archaeologist, as well as the Mob of believers in the Hoax Theory (The Kariong Glyphs are a 
Hoax) because it denies the capability of the Egyptian Sailors to travel to Australia and Map 
the World; and due to a snakebite, were forced to record their woefully tale at Kariong in 
sandstone and leave underground archaeological evidence to be examined. 
 
The evidence that persons like Ray Johnson and myself were able to transliterate the hiero-
glyphs and translate them into English, is an unforgivable crime against those with a vested                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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interest in Egyptology, because they were unable to decipher the glyphs and have been 
unable, with a few exceptions, to decipher the Palermo Stone Hieroglyphs.  
 
So, using Ray Johnsons “Basic Hieroglyphica” I decided in July of 2012, to transliterate a 
certain segment of the Palermo Stone, leaving the translation of the various numbers recorded 
for a later day, in order to prove to myself and other interested parties, that the script of the 
1st. Dynasty is as transliterable as that of the 4th. Dynasty and applies, inter alia to the Kariong 
glyphs. 
 
It took me some five hours, before I understood the full meaning of the text, (see next page) 
and can state that the square cartouches were used in Egypy in the 1st. Dynasty, and therefore 
prove that the Kariong Cartouches of the 4th. Dynasty are in fact Egyptian cartouches. A fact 
denied by Egyptologists in Australia. 
 
A close look at the transliteration on the next page will show, that the only problem faced was 
the transliteration of the meaning of the three rectangular glyphs. A question mark indicates 
the problematic. But I am sure, the meaning will be found by me. 
 
The segment translated with the exception of the bottom part, that depicts the numbers, starts 
at the square cartouche in Segment A. 
 

Translation of Segment of Palermo Stone. 
King Den, 1st. Dynasty ca. 3005-2975 B.C. 

First segment. A. 
 
The square cartouche reads: Right to left Nefer = Beautiful, hence 3 x Nefer = 
exceptionally beautiful, while the 3 angles represent 3 pieces of Bread, hence the 
preliminary translation must be something like this. (I am) beautiful (because) I provide 
plenty of food (Gesu). This is followed by Thekeni – dazzling , symbol of place of 
seclusion or symbol of Egypt, followed by the sacred barge of Ra. Therefore: As Ra is 
dazzling Egypt with his sacred light, I dazzle Egypt with my goodness. 
 
Second segment. B. 
 
Numeral 2 or WE, = we are, Sieve = powerful or magic, snake = body or expression of the 
King, half circle = t = the or red, nb =  Neb = basket =lord, royal barge. Preliminary 
translation. We have magic (power), ruling, the lord rides in his Royal Bark, like Ra. 
Therefore: We have magical Godlike power, our body rides, like Ra, in our Royal 
Barge down the Nile. 
 
Third segment. C. 
 
Shuttle = d or nd (Hieroglyphenschlüssel, p.377) wohlbehalten, unversehrt. = well 
preserved, uninjured. Below t = the, next Symbol for West, 3 rectangular glyphs =  ? 
beside = EA = would or Egypt, Swallow =Great, NB=Neb= Basket = Lord, t=the, this is 
followed by UKHA=Fetish or symbol of Cusae. Preliminary Translation:Uninjured (I) 
entered the Western area   Unknown glyphs. Would great Lord (implied) come back 
to Cusae? 
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Fourth Segment. D. 
 
Bee = Lower Egypt, Suten Plant =Upper Egypt (implied) await the coronation or the 
Kings appearance  in Glory. Hand = drt. = raises his hand, Uas Ceptre, dazzling all, as he 
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appears on QUY/AYER = two stairways or Step Pyramid. Preliminary translation: All of 
Lower and Upper Egypt await the coronation, where the Uas scepter is handed to him, 
who climbs the two staircases. (Both) Lower Egypt and Upper Egypt, await the 
coronation. He raises his hand to accept the Uas scepter, dazzling all, as he appears 
on the two stairways. 
 
Fifth segment. E. 
 
Mace = Smite, below Seqer = to strike, Uas scepter here represets the Pharaoh,  3 Kings, 
unknown glyph possibly door, Preliminary Translation: He smote and destroyed three 
Nations and killed their three kings. The King led the attack. He smote and destroyed 
three countries and their rulers. 
 

    This then is the first translation of what is called by other experts a victory by     
    Pharaoh Den over the (Trodgolytes), a description that should be altered to Tri-  
    Nations. 
 
    By the above translation, the question has been answered in the positive, whether the Ray    
    Johson “Basic Hieroglyphica” is suitable to translate ancient hieroglyphic texts and   
    whether I am are capable of translating such text, as required. 
 
    Hans-Dieter von Senff Ph.D. (Modern Languages), Swansea, 19th. July 2012 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


